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Article summary
Human cognitive flexibility emerges from complex dynamics in anatomical networks. How-
ever, no concise measure integrating anatomical and functional organization in support of
cognitive flexibility has been identified. We examine cognitive “switch costs” – a measure
of cognitive flexibility – in 28 healthy individuals during functional neuroimaging. We con-
struct individualized anatomical networks from diffusion spectrum imaging data, allowing us
to reconstruct the white matter networks for each subject. We apply a novel approach from
graph signal processing to distill functional brain signals into aligned and liberal components
relative to underlying anatomy. We show that relatively alignment of brain signals with
underlying anatomical network organization supports faster cognitive switching. Moreover,
we show that the signals most aligned with the network from moment to moment are also the
most flexible. This indicates that anatomical networks provide organization to the flexible
brain and facilitate greater mental agility and establishes a potential neural biomarker that
integrates brain structure and function.
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Abstract
Cognitive flexibility describes the human ability to switch between modes of mental function
to achieve goals. Mental switching is accompanied by transient changes in brain activ-
ity, which must occur atop an anatomical architecture that bridges disparate cortical and
subcortical regions by underlying white matter tracts. However, an integrated perspec-
tive regarding how white matter networks might constrain brain dynamics during cognitive
processes requiring flexibility has remained elusive. To address this challenge, we applied
emerging tools from graph signal processing to decompose BOLD signals based on diffusion
imaging tractography in 28 individuals performing a perceptual task that probed cognitive
flexibility. We found that the alignment between functional signals and the architecture of
the underlying white matter network was associated with greater cognitive flexibility across
subjects. Signals with behaviorally-relevant alignment were concentrated in the basal gan-
glia and anterior cingulate cortex, consistent with cortico-striatal mechanisms of cognitive
flexibility. Importantly, these findings are not accessible to unimodal analyses of functional
or anatomical neuroimaging alone. Instead, by taking a generalizable and concise reduction
of multimodal neuroimaging data, we uncover an integrated structure-function driver of hu-
man behavior.
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Introduction
Cognitive flexibility is involved in virtually every complex behavior from mental arithmetic
to processing visual stimuli. For example, when navigating complex environments, humans
can flexibly switch between two foci of attention or between two processing modalities, in
order to effectively respond to sensory inputs. While a hallmark of human cognition, flexible
switching is also associated with a measurable cost: moving from one task to another induces
a natural extension in the time it takes a person to respond [1]. In patients with neurological
syndromes, this cost is even greater, to the point where it can hamper a patient’s ability to
engage in the basic activities of daily living [2], impacting long-term cognitive outcomes [3].
In healthy individuals, cognitive flexibility varies considerably, and individual differences in
this trait contribute to mental facets ranging from the development of reasoning ability [4]
to quality of life into late age [5]. Clarifying the nature of cognitive flexibility in the human
brain is critical to understand the human mind.
The physiological origins of cognitive flexibility are thought to lie in corticobasal ganglia-
thalamo-cortical loops [6]: regions of the fronto-parietal and cingulo-opercular systems are
activated by cognitive switching tasks [7, 8, 9, 10]. In switching paradigms, the anterior cin-
gulate is thought to contribute negative feedback detection following switches, whereas the
lateral prefrontal cortex maintains rules and inhibits incorrect responses. Both of these re-
gions anatomically connect to subcortical regions, which are postulated to mediate processes
that both suppress prepotent motor responses and transition between behavioral outputs to
meet task goals [11]. Interactions between cortical systems and motor outputs are thought
to be anatomically mediated by subcortical circuits [7, 12, 13, 14, 9]. Yet, understanding ex-
actly how this circuit supports task switching has remained challenging, particularly because
it requires a conceptual integration of regional activity, inter-regional anatomical connectiv-
ity, and observable measures of behavior. While regional activity and behavioral markers
of cognitive flexibility are relatively straightforward to estimate, it is less straightforward to
integrate these features with the white matter structure (the connectome [15]) that guides
the propagation of functional signals [16, 17, 18].
As a result, these two research enterprises – cognitive neuroscience and connectomics –
have largely developed in parallel without significant cross-talk. Ideally, frameworks that
include a concise correspondence between brain network structure, function, and cognitive
measures have the potential to produce more comprehensive understanding of human cog-
nition [19, 20]. Conceptually, underlying white matter network organization in the brain
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physically mediates communication among brain regions. However, analytic frameworks
that explicitly use white matter structure to constrain cognitively relevant functional signals
are lacking. Such approaches may allow investigators to adjudicate the relative contributions
of well-described systems in the brain [21, 8] to specific cognitive variables by integrating
neurophysiological dynamics and anatomy.
To address this challenge, we aim to identify the multimodal integration of network
anatomy and functional signals that supports cognitive switching. We introduce a novel
approach that allows us to examine the distinct contributions of functional signals in the
context of anatomically linked regions in human brain networks. In a cohort of 28 healthy
adult human subjects, we collected high-resolution diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) data
as well as BOLD fMRI data acquired during the performance of a novel cognitive switching
paradigm built on a set of shapes that could be perceived as composed of different features at
the local versus global scales [22] (see Fig. 1). From the DSI data, we constructed anatom-
ical brain networks in which 111 cortical, subcortical, and cerebellar regions [23, 24] were
linked pairwise by the density of streamlines reconstructed by state-of-the-art tractography
algorithms. Next, we used the eigenspectrum of these anatomical networks to measure the
relative separation of framewise regional BOLD signals from the underlying white matter
(see Fig. 2 and Methods). Specifically, each regional signal was decomposed into a portion
that aligned tightly with the anatomical network (“aligned”) and a portion that did not align
tightly with the network (“liberal”). Here, alignment and liberality refer to signal deviations
from the underlying anatomical network. We examine the observed BOLD activity for each
measurement in time to identify where and to what extent BOLD signals across the brain are
organized by white matter networks. Conceptually, this technique allows us to identify to
what degree individual BOLD signals deviate weakly versus strongly from underlying white
matter anatomy.
We anticipate that functional alignment with anatomical networks is an individually vari-
able feature that facilitates cognitive flexibility. We hypothesize that moment-to-moment
alignment in human brain networks facilitates switching performance, indicating interindi-
vidual variability in the degree of organization of information processing by anatomical
topology. This allows us to investigate a theoretical dynamic property supporting cognitive
flexibility and provides a mapping to neuroanatomical theories of cognitive switching. In the
current study, our task involves proactive switching following detection of a contextual cue
[11]. Whereas prior literature has focused on region-specific mechanisms associated with this
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process, the current approach allows us to examine the role of local neural processes across
the brain’s distributed anatomical network. We postulate that functional alignment serves
as a mechanism for cognitive flexibility across the brain’s complex anatomical white matter
network. In particular, well-aligned signals may represent efficiently organized signals with
markedly less interference, whereas liberal signals do not leverage the inherent organization
of underlying white matter networks. This approach to multimodal neuroimaging could dis-
tinguish whether structure and function operate synergistically or in opposition to promote
cognitive flexibility. Accordingly, we examine whether alignment with anatomically medi-
ated expectations in subcortical regions, cortical systems, or both constitutes the basis for
effective cognitive switching. This allows us to determine (i) whether alignment forms a basis
for cognitive flexibility and (ii) whether regions such as those in the subcortical system that
serve an anatomically central network role also serve a greater or less functionally central
role in this mental skill.
Figure 1: Cognitive task requiring perceptual switching. (A) Example stimuli based on Navon
local-global features. Subjects were trained to respond to the larger (or “global”) shape if the stimulus
was green and to the smaller (or “local”) shapes if it was white. (B) An example of the non-switching
condition for responses. Subjects viewed a sequence of images and were instructed to respond as
quickly and accurately as possible. (C) An example of the switching condition between stimuli
requiring global and local responses. Here, trials with a red exclamation point are switches from the
previous stimulus.
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Figure 2: Multimodal approach to the study of cognitive switching using emerging graph
signal processing tools. (A) A notion of signal independence on a schematic modular network.
Left: An aligned signal on top of a given graph is one in which the magnitude of functional signals,
represented by the directionality of the colored cones, corresponds tightly to that expected by the
network’s organization. In this toy example, one cluster of nodes contains similar positive signals,
and the other cluster contains similar negative signals. Right: A liberal signal on top of a given
graph is one in which signals diverge significantly from the underlying network. (B) We construct
a white matter graph (adjacency matrix) from 111 anatomically-defined regions where connections
are the streamline density between region pairs. (C) From BOLD fMRI data acquired during the
performance of the Navon task, we extract regional mean time series which we treat as graph signals.
(D) For each subject, we decompose the graph signals into aligned and liberal components using the
underlying eigenspectrum of the white matter graph. We spatially map aligned and liberal signals,
and we determine their relationship to switch costs estimated from behavioral performance on the
task. Cb = cerebellum. See Methods for details.
Functional alignment in liberal subcortical systems is
associated with faster cognitive switching
Aligned signals were concentrated within default mode, fronto-parietal, cingulo-opercular,
and subcortical systems across subjects, whereas the liberal signals were concentrated largely
in the subcortical system (Fig. 4). The significance of these concentrations was confirmed
statistically using a non-parametric permutation test (α = 0.05) in which we shuffled the
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values of alignment (or liberality) uniformly at random across brain regions before computing
the mean alignment (or liberality) value within each system [25]. Then, we calculated the
correlation between aligned and liberal BOLD signals across the brain and cognitive switch
costs (response times during trials with a color-cued switch versus non-switching trials).
We observed that variability in aligned signals was not associated with switch costs (R =
0.15, p = 0.43, accounting for 2% of the variance), while variability in liberal signals accounted
for 32% of variance (see Fig. 3). Among the liberal signals, lower values of liberality (that
is, relative alignment) were also associated with lower switch costs both during fixation
(R = 0.62, p = 0.0006) and during nonswitching (R = 0.71, p = 0.0001) perceptual blocks.
Figure 3: Lower independence is associated with lower switch costs. (A) Liberal signals
were concentrated especially in subcortical regions and cingulate cortices. (B) Reduced liberality (in-
creased alignment) is associated with reduced switch costs across subjects. (C) Aligned signals were
concentrated especially in subcortical, default mode, fronto-parietal, and cingulo-opercular systems.
(D) Variability in aligned signals was not significantly associated with switch costs across subjects.
L = left hemisphere, R = right hemisphere.
It is interesting to note that signals extracted from subcortical areas can be decomposed
into both highly anatomically-aligned portions and highly liberal portions (see Methods).
The values of both alignment and liberality were significantly greater than expected in sub-
cortical structures. Yet, other systems show a disposition toward high alignment (fronto-
parietal, cingulo-opercular, and default mode systems), or no disposition toward alignment
or liberality (visual, auditory, and dorsal & ventral attention). We quantified the relationship
between aligned and liberal signals by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between
alignment and liberality values over all brain regions. We observed that the two types of
8
Figure 4: Non-parametric permutation test for signal concentration within cognitive
systems. (A) Liberal signal concentrations sorted from highest ( top) to lowest concentration across
all regions in all subjects. (B) Liberal signals were most concentrated in subcortical regions. (C)
Aligned signal concentrations sorted from highest ( top) to lowest concentration across all regions
in all subjects. (D) Aligned signals were most concentrated in fronto-parietal, cingulo-opercular,
default mode, and subcortical systems.
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signals were significantly but not perfectly correlated across the brain: mean over subjects
and tasks R = 0.69, p 0.001 (see also Supplement). This analysis highlights an interesting
measure of multimodal complexity that differs across brain areas: subcortical regions can
be thought of as displaying high multimodal complexity because they contain both highly
anatomically-aligned signals and highly liberal signals.
Anatomy and function together define a neural trait un-
derlying cognitive flexibility
Finally, we asked whether the observed regional variation in aligned and liberal signals
could be estimated reliably across subjects and tasks, supporting its utility as a marker for
behavior. To address this question, we compared the regional patterns of alignment between
subjects and between task conditions (fixation, non-switching, and switching). We observed
that the regional pattern of signal alignment was consistent across the three task conditions
for a given subject (intraclass correlation: R = 0.99, p 0.001), as was the regional pattern
of liberal signals (intraclass correlation: R = 0.99, p  0.001; see also Supplement). These
results indicate that regional patterns of signal alignment and liberality are highly stable
phenotypes of a subject across the three task conditions.
Taken together, our results demonstrate that individuals whose most liberal functional
signals were more aligned with white matter architecture could switch perceptual focus faster.
In other words, relative alignment with anatomy was associated with greater cognitive flexi-
bility, a finding that highlights the importance of simultaneously considering both functional
and anatomical neuroimaging in the study of higher order cognitive processes. These findings
complement prior studies of executive function that have focused on node-level, edge-level,
and module-level features of brain networks [26, 13] (see also Supplement). Here, we consider
brain function as a series of time-evolving states [25, 27] that are organized in relation to
the underlying pattern of white matter tracts. The state-based focus of our approach also
offers insights into the differential extent to which specific cognitive systems deviate from
tract anatomy, underscoring anatomical contributions to the organization of brain dynamics
across subjects.
Our results contextualize previous models of cortico-striatal cognitive switching mecha-
nisms [11, 28] within a connectomic perspective. As a complement to prior findings implicat-
ing individual prefrontal and striatal systems in cognitive switching, our results highlight the
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importance of anatomical network organization, and the central role of subcortical functional
dynamics atop that structure. Specifically, we found that modest functional alignment of
the most liberal signals in the subcortical and cingulate cortices was associated with faster
cognitive switching. This observation is particularly interesting in the context of prior work
showing that subcortical and anterior cingulate regions manage multiple inputs and outputs
among cortical systems during task transitions [29, 9], potentially requiring more diverse
signal organization relative to anatomical networks. Interestingly, we observe that the levels
of alignment and liberality were consistent within subjects across all three conditions of the
cognitive task – fixation, non-switching, and switching blocks – suggesting that it may be
a trait rather than a state of an individual. While prior studies have similarly identified
consistent network architecture across fixation and task [30], these similarities have not pre-
viously been identified in a model-based integration of functional dynamics and white matter
anatomy. The observed inter-task consistency of functional signal alignment and liberality
was complemented by broad inter-subject variability. We speculate that this variability rep-
resents differences in the amount of energy utilized to enact perceptual switches [31], with
greater independence requiring greater energy. Thus, future studies could examine the po-
tentially subject-specific role of cognitive control systems in regulating energy-efficient state
transitions in local-global processing.
With respect to recent dynamic network analyses of executive function, this analysis
contributes a crucial anatomically-grounded perspective. The current approach represents
a framework in which to understand the dual features of anatomical organization and func-
tional processes supporting cognitive flexibility in the human connectome. Here, high func-
tional dependence in fronto-parietal, cingulo-opercular, default mode, and subcortical sys-
tems is not associated with intersubject switching variability. Critically, our results indicate
that regions that participate in highly flexible systems [32] in temporal network analysis
demonstrate high dependence on underlying anatomical networks across frames of BOLD
data during fixation, low cognitive control conditions, and task conditions (see Supplement
for further analysis and discussion). Previous studies identify dynamic network roles for
fronto-parietal and cingulo-opercular regions in cognitive switching, and our results indicate
that moment to moment signal configurations in highly flexible systems are strongly orga-
nized by structure across time (see Supplement for addition analysis and discussion). In the
context of this highly organized cortical activity, the current results suggest that subcortical
systems contain highly liberal signals. The extent to which subcortical systems exhibit rela-
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tive alignment may form a flexible integrative role across the many computations supported
by cortical systems. The relationship between anatomically-bound momentary signal orga-
nization and functional reconfigurations in temporal networks may more generally provide
a fruitful area for future research.
Notably, our results do not explain the potential cognitive role of highly aligned signals.
It is possible that the role of these signals may be better explained in the context of other
cognitive control processes [33]. We speculate that anatomically aligned signals in fronto-
parietal, cingulo-opercular, default mode, and subcortical systems organize the dynamic
signals contributing to cortical mechanisms of cognitive control, attention, and resting and
preparedness processes, respectively. It would be interesting to test whether highly aligned
signals in association cortices and subcortical structures are associated with domain-general
performance variability across modalities [34]. In cognitive switching specifically, the extent
to which signal liberality relates to performance on tasks involving other sensory modalities,
transitioning between internally and externally focused attention, and divergent thinking
remains to be established.
In conclusion, our study supports the utility of network science in clarifying mechanisms
of executive function specifically and cognition more generally [19, 20]. Recent literature
firmly establishes that white matter organization is a critical, but incomplete determinant of
functional signals in brain networks [17, 35]. Conceptually, the current approach acknowl-
edges that without structure, functional signals lack a mediating organization. By examining
functional signal alignment within underlying white matter networks, we identify an impor-
tant definition of dynamic contributions to cognitive switching that powerfully discriminates
between the contributions of subcortical and other systems in the brain. Similar applications
to other large multimodal neuroimaging datasets could contribute to biomarker analyses in
psychiatric disease and neurological disorders, many of which are associated with deficits in
executive function [36, 37, 38].
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Methods
Subjects
A total of 30 subjects were recruited. All subjects were screened for prior history of psychi-
atric or neurological illness. One subject was excluded due to near-chance performance on
the task (accuracy = 52%). One additional subject was excluded due to technical problems
on the day of scanning. The final sample included 28 individuals (mean age = 25.6, St.D. =
3.5, 70% caucasian, 13 females). All subjects volunteered with informed consent in writing
in accordance with the Institutional Review Board/Human Subjects Committee, University
of Pennsylvania.
Behavioral task
All participants completed a local-global perception task based on classical Navon figures
[22]. Local-global stimuli were comprised of four shapes – a circle, X, triangle, or square –
that were used to build the global and local aspects of the stimuli. On all trials, the local
feature did not match the global feature, ensuring that subjects could not use information
about one scale to infer information about another. Stimuli were presented on a black
background in a block design with three block types (See Fig. 2). In the first block type,
subjects viewed white local-global stimuli. In the second block type, subjects viewed green
local-global stimuli. In the third block type, stimuli switched between white and green across
trials uniformly at random with the constraint that 70% of trials included a switch in each
block. In all blocks, subjects were instructed to report only the local features of the stimuli
if the stimulus was white and to report only the global feature of the stimuli if the stimulus
was green. Blocks were administered in a random order. Subjects responded using their
right hand with a four-button box. All subjects were trained on the task outside the scanner
until proficient at reporting responses using a fixed mapping between the shape and button
presses (i.e., index finger = “circle”, middle finger = “X”, ring finger = “triangle”, pinky
finger = “square”). In the scanner, blocks were administered with 20 trials apiece separated
by 20 s fixation periods with a white crosshair at the center of the screen. Each trial was
presented for a fixed duration of 1900 ms separated by an interstimulus interval of 100 ms
during which a black screen was presented.
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Diffusion spectrum imaging acquisition and processing
Diffusion spectrum images (DSI) were acquired on a Siemens 3.0T Tim Trio for all subjects
along with a T1-weighted anatomical scan at each scanning session. We followed a parallel
strategy for data acquisition and construction of streamline adjacency matrices as in previous
work [25, 39]. DSI scans sampled 257 directions using a Q5 half-shell acquisition scheme
with a maximum b-value of 5,000 and an isotropic voxel size of 2.4 mm. We utilized an axial
acquisition with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) = 5 s, echo time (TE)=
138 ms, 52 slices, field of view (FoV) (231, 231, 125 mm). We acquired a three-dimensional
SPGR T1 volume (TE = minimal full; flip angle = 15 degrees; FOV = 24 cm) for anatomical
reconstruction. All subjects volunteered with informed consent in writing in accordance with
the Institutional Review Board/Human Subjects Committee, University of Pennsylvania.
DSI data were reconstructed in DSI Studio (www.dsi-studio.labsolver.org) using q-space
diffeomorphic reconstruction (QSDR)[40]. QSDR first reconstructs diffusion-weighted im-
ages in native space and computes the quantitative anisotropy (QA) in each voxel. These
QA values are used to warp the brain to a template QA volume in Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) space using the statistical parametric mapping (SPM) nonlinear registration
algorithm. Once in MNI space, spin density functions were again reconstructed with a mean
diffusion distance of 1.25 mm using three fiber orientations per voxel. Fiber tracking was
performed in DSI studio with an angular cutoff of 35◦, step size of 1.0 mm, minimum length
of 10 mm, spin density function smoothing of 0.0, maximum length of 400 mm and a QA
threshold determined by DWI signal in the colony-stimulating factor. Deterministic fiber
tracking using a modified FACT algorithm was performed until 1,000,000 streamlines were
reconstructed for each individual.
Anatomical scans were segmented using FreeSurfer[41] and parcellated using the connec-
tome mapping toolkit [42]. A parcellation scheme including n = 129 regions was registered
to the B0 volume from each subject’s DSI data. The B0 to MNI voxel mapping produced
via QSDR was used to map region labels from native space to MNI coordinates. To extend
region labels through the grey-white matter interface, the atlas was dilated by 4 mm [43].
Dilation was accomplished by filling non-labelled voxels with the statistical mode of their
neighbors’ labels. In the event of a tie, one of the modes was arbitrarily selected. Each
streamline was labeled according to its terminal region pair.
Finally, we included a cerebellar parcellation [24]. We used FSL to nonlinearly register
the individual’s T1 to MNI space. Then, we used the inverse warp parameters to warp the
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cerebellum atlas to the individual T1. We registered the subject’s DSI image to the T1.
We used the inverse parameters from this registration to map the individualized cerebellar
parcels into the subject’s DSI space. Finally, we merged the cerebellar label image with the
dilated cortical and subcortical parcellation image.
From these data and parcellation, we constructed an anatomical connectivity matrix, A
whose element Aij represented the number of streamlines connecting different regions [17],
divided by the sum of volumes for regions i and j [44]. Prior to data analysis, all cerebellum-
to-cerebellum edges were removed from each individual’s matrix because cerebellar lobules
are demonstrably not anatomically connected directly to one another [45].
Functional imaging acquisition and processing
fMRI images were acquired during the same scanning session as the DSI data on a 3.0T
Siemens Tim Trio whole-body scanner with a whole-head elliptical coil by means of a single-
shot gradient-echo T2* (TR = 1500 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle = 60◦; FOV = 19.2 cm,
resolution 3mm x 3mm x 3mm). Preprocessing was performed using FEAT v. 6.0 (fMRI
Expert Analysis Tool) a component of the FSL software package [46]. To prepare the func-
tional images for analyses, we completed the following steps: skull-stripping with BET to
remove non-brain material, motion correction with MCFLIRT (FMRIB’s Linear Image Reg-
istration Tool; [46]), slice timing correction (interleaved), spatial smoothing with a 6-mm 3D
Gaussian kernel, and high pass temporal filtering to reduce low frequency artifacts. We also
performed EPI unwarping with fieldmaps in order to improve subject registration to stan-
dard space. Native image transformation to a standard template was completed using FSL’s
affine registration tool, FLIRT [46]. Subject-specific functional images were co-registered to
their corresponding high-resolution anatomical images via a Boundary Based Registration
technique (BBR [47]) and were then registered to the standard MNI-152 structural template
via a 12-parameter linear transformation. Finally, each participant’s individual anatomical
image was segmented into grey matter, white matter, and CSF using the binary segmentation
function of FAST v. 4.0 (FMRIB’s Automated Segmentation Tool [48]). The white matter
and CSF masks for each participant were then transformed to native functional space and
the average timeseries were extracted. Images were spatially smoothed using a kernel with a
full-width at half-maximum of 6 mm. These values were used as confound regressors on our
time series along with 18 translation and rotation parameters as estimated by MCFLIRT
[49].
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Functional decomposition into anatomical networks
We analyze the signal defined on a connected, weighted, and symmetric graph, G = (V ,A),
where V = {1, . . . , n} is a set of n vertices or nodes representing individual brain regions and
A ∈ Rn×n is defined as above. Because the network A is symmetric, it has a complete set of
orthonormal eigenvectors associated with it [50, 51]. For this reason, it has an eigenvector
decomposition, A = VΛVT , in which Λ is the set of eigenvalues, ordered so that λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤
. . . ≤ λn−1, and V = {vk}n−1k=0 is the set of associated eigenvectors. Following [51, 52], we
use the eigenvector matrix to define the Graph Fourier Transform (GFT) of the graph signal
x ∈ Rn, defined as
x˜ = VTx. (1)
Given x˜ = [x˜0, . . . , x˜n−1]T , we can express our original signal as x =
∑n−1
k=0 x˜kvk, a sum of
the eigenvector components vk. The contribution of vk to the signal x is the GFT compo-
nent x˜k. Note that the smoothness of vk on the network can be evaluated in the quadratic
form vTk Avk =
∑
i,j∈V Aijvk(i)vk(j) and that v
T
k Avk = λk is given by the eigenvector de-
composition. The quantity
∑
i,j∈V Aijvk(i)vk(j) will be negative when the signal is varied
(highly connected regions possess signals of different signs), and positive when the signal is
smooth (highly connected regions possess signals of same signs); for these reasons, this quan-
tity can be thought of as a measure of smoothness (alignment). Consequently, these GFT
coefficients x˜k for small values of k indicate how much variables that are highly misaligned
(liberality) with structure contribute to the observed brain signal x. GFT coefficients x˜k
for large values of k describe how much signals that are aligned with the anatomical network
contribute to the observed brain signal x. The inverse (i)GFT of x˜ with respect to A is
defined as
x = Vx˜. (2)
Given a graph signal x with GFT x˜, we can isolate the liberal components corresponding
to the lowest KL eigenvectors by applying a graph filter HL that only keeps components
with k < KL and sets other components to 0. The signal xL then contains the “liberal”
components of x (those with a low alignment with network structure). Apart from the graph
low-pass filter HL, we also consider a middle graph regime HM, which keeps only components
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in the range of KL ≤ k < n−KA, and an “aligned” graph regime HA, such that only network-
aligned components with n−KA ≤ k are kept. Therefore, the liberal regime takes the lowest
KL components, the alignment regime takes the highest KA components, and the middle
regime captures the middle n − KL − KM components (here, we use the components with
the 10 lowest alignment values to represent the liberal regime and the components with the
10 highest alignment values to represent the aligned regime; see Supplement for robustness
of results to parameter selection). As such, if we use xM and xA to respectively denote the
signals represented by the middle and highly aligned regimes, we have that the original signal
can be written as the sum x = xL + xM + xA. This formulation gives a decomposition of
the original signals x into liberal, moderately aligned, and highly aligned components that
respectively represent signals that have high, medium, and low signal deviation with respect
to the anatomical connectivity between brain regions.
Prior work has consistently demonstrated that the aligned and liberal components aid in
better estimation of unknown movie ratings in recommendation systems [53], better predic-
tion of cancer using gene interaction networks [54, 55], and learning in neuroimaging data,
where learning-related processes are demonstrably expressed in low and high components in
fMRI data, and where the middle component xM is demonstrably less reliable and behav-
iorally uninformative [56]. In the supplement, we perform a similar analysis to [56] but with
the current data to examine the stability of our low and high alignment measurements to
parameter selection. The data indicates that the low and high alignment components in the
current data are stable. Mathematically, this is expected in general in applications of the
current approach because eigenvalues at the extreme low and high end are isolated from the
middle values, which leads to robustness in the high and low ranges of the decomposition
[57].
We note that this approach allows signals on the anatomical network to contain both
aligned and liberal components represented in the same region at a single TR. This flexibility
occurs because the anatomical network of n nodes has n2 entries (i.e., connection information
is encoded in the anatomical adjacency matrix for any node i to any node j). Rather
than examining a single BOLD signal measurement as n independently observed values, the
GFT considers the signal to be a composite of contributions to the signal across subject’s
anatomical network topology. The decomposition occurs across the entire set of signals
(here, the vector of BOLD magnitudes across regions at a single TR), where there are only n
entries. The GFT applied here leverages the fact that the n entries in a given vector are not
17
= +
xA xLx
BOLD measurement Aligned Liberal
Figure 5: Signal decomposition into anatomy. BOLD signals are decomposed into aligned
and liberal signal components. Left of equation: a schematic BOLD signal on a simple anatomical
network. Here, two signals are stronger in the high direction than the low direction. Right of
equation: the signals across the network are decomposed into an aligned and liberal component.
The original signals can be reconstructed from a basis set including a weighted part of the signal
that is aligned with the anatomical network and another part that is liberal with respect to the
anatomical network.
isolated, but are signals on top of the complex anatomical network. In the current approach,
instead of focusing on the single BOLD value observed at each region as a discrete entity, the
decomposition is sensitive to the observation of pairwise differences among BOLD signals
relative to that expected by the anatomical network. Some portion of each given region’s
BOLD signal is estimated to be liberal with respect to the network, which is represented
by xL, and some portion is estimated to be aligned with the network, which is represented
by xA (See Fig. 5). This mathematical separation establishes the notions of alignment and
liberality of the BOLD signals in the anatomical network. All individual regions in the brain
will have some degree of alignment and some degree of liberality given the complexity of
BOLD signal patterns across the network, unless the observed BOLD signals in all regions
are perfectly aligned or perfectly misaligned with the subject’s anatomical network. This
highlights an important strength of the use of the Graph Fourier Transform to examine
functional signal liberality in anatomical brain networks: the signal can be understood as
a network level composite of aligned and liberal signals, and the extent to which individual
regions contribute to these properties can be examined as the variation in the weights of the
region’s contribution to each of the aligned and liberal components.
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Relating signals to behavior
Following the signal decomposition into aligned and liberal signals, we associated the sig-
nal concentrations with median switch cost (median response time during switching trials
versus no-switching trials) performance for all accurate trials. To do so, we computed a
partial Pearson’s correlation between the observed signal value for each subject with their
median switch cost using the average framewise displacement across BOLD measurements as
a second-level control for the influences of motion. Specifically, to examine the relationship
between alignment and switch costs across subjects, we computed the partial correlation for
the mean of xA for each subject with subjects’ switch costs, controlling for average frame-
wise displacement. Then, to examine the relationship between liberality and switch costs,
across subjects, we computed the partial correlation for the mean of xL for each subject
with subjects’ switch costs, controlling for average framewise displacement. We additionally
repeated these analyses including age and sex and found similar slopes of the associations
between the liberality values and switch costs (see Supplement).
System permutation test
To examine the spatial significance of system-level concentration of aligned and liberal
signals, we performed a non-parametric permutation test for each signal class. Separately for
each of xL and xA, we shuffled the observed mean signal concentration values across regions
in 10,000 permutations for aligned and liberal signals and computed a null distribution of
system mean signal concentrations for each system. Signals were judged to be significantly
concentrated in a system if the mean signal concentration in the system was greater or less
than 95% of the null permutations.
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Supplementary Information and Analyses
Behavior
Across the 28 subjects, individuals were 94% (St.D. = 1%) accurate across all trials. The
average median response time for accurate non-switching trials was 0.89 s (St.D. = 0.12 s).
The average median response time for accurate switching trials across subjects was 1.22 s
(St.D. = 0.18 s). The average switch cost across subjects was 0.32 s (St.D. = 0.08 s).
Signal alignment as a trait-level variable in human brain networks
In the main text, we report intraclass correlations that indicate that alignment and liberality
form “trait” variables due to the consistency of aligned and liberal signal patterns regardless
of the task period during which the signals were sampled. To examine the stability of
aligned and liberal signals across all individual conditions, we compute a Pearson’s correlation
coefficient between the signal concentration vector across regions for each condition pair
among aligned and liberal signal vectors for the fixation, no switch, and switching blocks. We
observe that the aligned and liberal signals are very highly stable for each pairwise correlation
within each signal type, but only moderately correlated across signal types (within aligned:
mean R = 0.99, p  0.001, within liberal: mean R = 0.99, p  0.001, between aligned and
liberal: mean R = 0.69, p 0.001; See. Fig. 1). These results establishe that during periods
of resting fixation, no switching demands, and switching demands, alignment and liberality
are highly stable subject-level traits.
Signal variability in systems
In the main text, we note that signals that are highly aligned with the underlying anatom-
ical networks were concentrated in fronto-parietal, cingulo-opercular, default mode, and
subcortical systems. This is especially interesting given numerous findings identifying the
fronto-parietal and cingulo-opercular systems to contain variable signals over time and more
flexible changes in network organization during both rest and task performance [32, 26]. To
examine the BOLD signal variability in systems across TRs in the current study, we com-
pute the average standard deviation of BOLD time series values over trials for all regions
within each system. Then, we conduct a non-parametric permutation test in which we shuf-
fle the assignment of regions to systems (n = 10, 000) and compute a null distribution of
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Figure 6: Aligned and liberal signals are consistent traits in human brain networks.
Correlations among conditions decomposing BOLD fMRI signals using the eigenspectrum of indi-
viduals’ anatomical networks. Aligned and liberal signals are highly stable at the subject level. Ali
= Aligned, Lib = Liberal.
average time series standard deviations over TRs for each system. We judge a system to
be significantly variable or invariant over time if its observed average standard deviation is
greater than or less than 97.5% of null permutations. We find that the fronto-parietal and
cingulo-opercular systems are more variable across TRs than the null expectation, whereas
the ventral attention, somatosensory, and cerebellar systems are less variable. Considered
together with our main results examining aligned and liberal signal concentrations, these re-
sults indicate that in cognitive control systems that are functionally dynamic, signal variance
is strongly organized by aligning with subject’s anatomical networks from TR to TR.
System flexibility is associated with signal alignment
In the main manuscript, we focus on the trial-to-trial signal alignment with anatomy across
the brain as a basic spatiotemporal unity contributing to brain signal organization. We re-
mark that previous analyses have focused on a notion of “flexibility” in dynamic networks.
This notion is represented by creating a three-dimensional tensor from consecutive or over-
lapping association matrices (e.g., using correlation, coherence, or mutual information) and
observing the changes in node community allegiance over time. Flexible nodes are those that
exhibit a relatively high degree of changes in community assignments. Distinct from the cur-
rent analysis, flexibility occurs at a longer temporal scale since tensors are constructed from
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Figure 7: System-level variability across TRs. Plot of system-level variability in BOLD time
series across TRs. Boxes and whiskers illustrate the distribution of system average standard devi-
ation of BOLD time series over TRs for each system. Green circles illustrate the observed average
standard deviations across TRs in each system. Asterisks denote systems in which the observed
means were higher or lower than 97.5% of permuted values.
many adjacency matrices over time, which in turn are computed over many TRs of time
series data. In this context, it is interesting to consider whether the anatomical alignment of
BOLD signals at the TR level is associated with the expression of flexibility at the temporal
network level.
To explore the relationship between flexible systems and signal alignment with anatomy,
we explicitly computed flexibility and associated these values within each participant’s align-
ment values. Specifically, we followed [58] to examine the dynamic community structure of
the current data. We constructed a multilayer temporal network for each subject by com-
puting the correlation between all region pairs. Correlations whose significance did not pass
false discovery rate correction with a threshold of 0.05 were set to zero [59] for each of 10 non-
overlapping windows (40 TRs apiece) over the entire task session. We maximized multilayer
modularity Qml following [60]:
Qml =
1
2µ
∑
ijlr
{(
Aijl − γlkilkjl
2ml
)
δlr + δijCjlr
}
δ(gil, gjr),
where the adjacency matrix of layer l (i.e., time window number l) has components Aill, γl
is the resolution parameter of layer l, gil gives the community assignment of node i in layer
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l, gjr gives the community assignment of node j in layer r, Cjlr is the connection strength
between node j in layer r and node j in layer l (see the discussion below), kil is the strength
of node i in layer l, 2µ =
∑
jr kjr, kjl = kjl + cjl, and cjl =
∑
r Cjlr. For simplicity, we set the
resolution parameter γl to unity and we have set all non-zero Cjlr to a constant C, which
we term the inter-layer coupling. Here, we compute community assignments for C = 1. For
each subject, we optimized the quality function 100 times and identified a representative
consensus partition for all nodes over all windows [61].
Within each subject’s consensus partition, we defined the flexibility of a node fi to be the
number of times that node changed modular assignment throughout the session, normalized
by the total number of changes that were possible (i.e., by the number of consecutive pairs
of layers in the multilayer framework) [59]. We then defined the flexibility of each system
examined in the main text as the mean flexibility over all nodes in the subsystem. Finally,
we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between the mean system flexibility and
mean system alignment. Notably, we found that mean flexibility and mean alignment were
significantly positively correlated with one another across systems (R = 0.15, p = 0.015).
This result indicates that trial-level signal alignment across the brain is positively associated
with the expression of temporal system flexibility over much larger temporal scales across
brain networks.
Signal alignment in anatomy is similar to function
To provide further intuition for our observation that signal alignment is greatest in the most
flexible systems, we highlight that the seemingly counterintuitive observation – the regions
whose signals are aligned with the underlying structural network are also the regions that
display the greatest network flexibility across time points – is mathematically justifiable.
The reason comes from the close relationship between the graph Fourier transform (GFT)
and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [62, 63], when the network represents pairwise
correlations between brain regions across time points. In this case, from PCA, the signal
distribution that explains most of the variation of signals across time points is represented
by the eigenvectors associated with large eigenvalues of the correlation matrix (functional
connectivity network). Simultaneously, recall from GFT that the eigenvectors associated
with large eigenvalues of the correlation matrix depict signal distributions that align well
with the network [51, 53]. This implies that the signal distribution that aligns with the
network representing pairwise correlations between brain regions also varies the most across
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time points. Stated simply, it can be derived mathematically that the most flexible systems
are most aligned with the functional network constructed from those signals [56].
Thus, crucial to the current result, if the correlation matrix’s eigenspectrum is similar to
the anatomical network, the most anatomically aligned functional signals will also be related
to the most functionally aligned and flexible signals. In order to evaluate this relationship
empirically, we examined the correlation between signals aligned with the structural networks
and signals aligned with the functional networks. For each subject in the experiment, we
constructed the subject’s correlation matrix across all TRs and performed the same decom-
position of each BOLD TR from our primary analysis using each subject’s (1) anatomical
network and then repeated this analysis using (2) the correlation matrix across all BOLD
TRs. Next, we examined the similarity between the signals aligned with the functional cor-
relation network and those aligned with the anatomical network. A significant correlation
would indicate that the decomposition of the aligned portion of signals is organized with the
functional correlation network similarly to its decomposition into the anatomical network,
suggesting that the relationships between flexibility and alignment is expressed both in the
subject’s anatomical and mean functional correlation network.
We find a strong correlation between the anatomically and functionally aligned signals
(R = 0.814, p = 1.613 × 10−27). This empirical relationship indicates that signals most
aligned with the functional network are those most aligned with the anatomical network.
Thus, the eigenspectrum of the functional network that contributes to the tendency for flexi-
ble functional signals to align is related to the anatomical eigenspectrum cross subjects. This
highlights a fundamental relationship guiding BOLD signal dynamics in anatomical and func-
tional network analysis. Both anatomical and functional correlation networks demonstrate
an eigenspectrum that organizes flexible activity in the human brain.
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Aligned and liberal signal associations with behavior across task
conditions
In the main text, we focus on the relationship between variability in signal alignment and
variability in switch costs due to our emphasis on cognitive control in human brain networks.
For reference, here we include a full table of results associating median response times in each
condition (no switching, switching, and switch costs) with aligned and liberal signals across
the 28 subjects. The results indicate that within the current signal decomposition using
anatomical networks, only the liberal signals demonstrate a relationship with behavioral
variability and specifically with switch costs.
Table 1: Pearson’s partial correlation coefficients: all median response time associa-
tions with signal liberality and alignment.
Behavior Lib Fix Lib NS Lib S Ali Fix Ali NS Ali S
No Switch 0.2223 0.3503 0.2207 0.0328 0.1134 -0.0907
Switch 0.4264 0.5563 0.4026 0.1962 0.2298 0.0090
Switch Cost 0.6181 0.7137 0.5669 0.3912 0.3431 0.1599
Pearson’s correlation coefficients using average framewise displacement as a covariate. Rows
contain partial correlation coefficients associating each median response time at the subject
level with their graph alignment. Columns represent the signal type including the fixation,
no switch, and switch block signals. Lib = Liberal, Ali = Aligned, Fix = fixation, NS = no
switch, S = switch.
Table 2: Pearson’s partial correlation p-values: all median response time associations
with signal liberality and alignment.
Behavior Lib Fix Lib NS Lib S Ali Fix Ali NS Ali S
No Switch 0.2650 0.0733 0.2686 0.8709 0.5734 0.6526
Switch 0.0266 0.0026 0.0374 0.3267 0.2488 0.9644
Switch Cost 0.0006 <0.0001 0.0020 0.0436 0.0798 0.4258
Rows contain p-values corresponding to correlation coefficients in Table 1. Columns represent
the signal type including the fixation, no switch, and switch block signals. Lib = Liberal,
Ali = Aligned, Fix = fixation, NS = no switch, S = switch.
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Inclusion of age and sex as covariates
In the main text, we relate alignment and liberality to behavior using subjects’ average
framewise displacement as covariates. To examine whether our results are stable when
accounting for subjects’ age and sex, we recompute partial correlations for each task condition
and alignment and liberality values using average framewise displacement, age, and sex as
covariates. Our results remain significant with similar correlation values across conditions
when including these covariates.
Table 3: Pearson’s partial correlation coefficients: all median response time associa-
tions with signal liberality and alignment.
Behavior Lib Fix Lib NS Lib S Ali Fix Ali NS Ali S
No Switch 0.3508 0.4990 0.4116 0.1168 0.1842 -0.0042
Switch 0.5009 0.6443 0.5390 0.2319 0.2390 0.0527
Switch Cost 0.6028 0.7052 0.5984 0.3459 0.2629 0.1237
Pearson’s correlation coefficients using average framewise displacement, age, and sex as co-
variates. Rows contain partial correlation coefficients associating each median response time
at the subject level with their graph liberality. Columns represent the signal type includ-
ing the fixation, no switch, and switch block signals. Lib = Liberal, Ali = Aligned, Fix =
fixation, NS = no switch, S = switch.
Table 4: Pearson’s partial correlation p-values: all median response time associations
with signal liberality and alignment.
Behavior Lib Fix Lib NS Lib S Ali Fix Ali NS Ali S
No Switch 0.0856 0.0111 0.0409 0.5783 0.3780 0.9842
Switch 0.0107 0.0005 0.0054 0.2646 0.2499 0.8023
Switch Cost 0.0014 0.0001 0.0016 0.0903 0.2042 0.5559
Rows contain p-values corresponding to correlation coefficients in Table 3. Columns represent
the signal type including the fixation, no switch, and switch block signals. Lib = Liberal,
Ali = Aligned, Fix = fixation, NS = no switch, S = switch.
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Robustness of aligned and liberal signals to parameter selection
In the main text, we report results where we represent the liberal signals xL and aligned
signals xH using cut points for KL and KH of the ten lowest (of KL) and highest (KH) values.
To test the robustness of aligned and liberal signals to variations in these parameters, we
decompose the observed BOLD signals into xL and xH under the choice of KL and KH
from five below to five above the choice of parameters studied in the main manuscript. We
then compute the correlation coefficient among xL and xH across all TRs for all subjects
to examine the stability of aligned and liberal signals. We find that the observed signal
decomposition is stable across parameter choices: for xL (liberal signals), the values are
correlated at a mean of R = 0.95 (St.D. 0.03); for xH (aligned signals), the values are
correlated at a mean of R = 0.99 (St.D. 0.02). Thus, the signals examined in the main text
are highly stable over the choice of definition for the range of aligned and liberal signals, and
especially for liberal signals.
Null permutation test for the significance of the anatomical orga-
nization of signals
In the current analysis, the aligned signals are found to be the most concentrated in systems
including those known to be functionally flexible in prior studies [32, 26]. It is interesting to
examine the complexity of anatomical contributions to these signals. We consider whether
anatomically aligned signals are organized by the simple contributions of nearest neighbor
nodes in anatomical networks (i.e., only the nodes that share direct connections to each
node) versus the specific configuration of the entire anatomical network. This allows us to
identify whether the BOLD signals inclusive of the most flexible systems in the brain are
aligned with anatomy as a function of the contribution of the entire network, which would
potentially suggest that functionally flexible systems are organized by weighted contributions
from the entire brain.
To test this possibility, we conduct a non-parametric permutation test. Specifically, we
randomize each individual’s network 2000 times preserving the strength and degree sequence
of nodes in the network. Then, we decompose the observed BOLD value for each region into
its corresponding node in the randomized network across all TRs. We then calculate over
subjects the average variance in original BOLD signals accounted for by the eigenvectors
associated with the aligned signals for each random permutation. We summarize these
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values as the mean variance accounted for across all null permutations and compare it to
the mean variance accounted for by the original anatomical networks. We observe that the
variance accounted for in the real networks exceeds that accounted for in 100% of the null
permutations. This indicates that the BOLD signals are organized by anatomical features
at a greater topological length across the networks than the direct connections among nodes
(See Fig. 9). This finding indicates that signals that depend on underlying anatomy represent
complex contributions from anatomical network topology.
The behavioral relevance of this anatomically-aligned organization may be established
in future studies. In particular, when the underlying network is constructed from fMRI
measurements (functional similarity networks constructed from correlations), it is known
that the components of BOLD signals that are the most aligned to the network also explain
the most variation across time [56]. Here also we find that signals aligned with anatomical
connectivity contain BOLD measurements that are the most variable over time in cingulo-
opercular and fronto-parietal systems. Functional connectivity (e.g., correlation, coherence,
and mutual information) networks evince similar but not completely overlapping topology
when compared to anatomical networks [64]. Thus, analyzing the alignment of measured cor-
relations on anatomical networks may provide an important extension to understand signals
in the time domain in the human connectome. Mathematically, the same phenomenon for
functional as well as anatomical networks implies that the eigenspectrum of the anatomical
network is not that different from functional connectivity. Speculatively, this could provide
a meaningful and efficient method to reliably recover anatomical networks from functional
connectivity networks.
Alternate measures of function and anatomy
Do anatomy-decomposed functional BOLD signals better related to switch costs than other
measures with similar intuitions? To test this possibility, we consider four comparison anal-
yses involving the subcortical system from which the behaviorally relevant signals in our
primary analyses originated. First, we compute the mean BOLD signal variance over all sub-
cortical regions for each TR. This correlation represents a measure of differences in BOLD
signals at each time measurement without considering its anatomical network context. We
then relate the average BOLD signal variance over TRs to switch costs and find no signifi-
cant relationship (R = −0.09, p = 0.68). Second, we compute the mean node strength – the
sum of connections to the node – for each region in the subcortical system. This represents
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Figure 8: Aligned signals are organized by topologically distant anatomical organization.
Left: in the null permutations where the edges of the anatomical networks were randomized, a mean
of 0.455% variance is accounted for by the eigenvectors corresponding to the aligned parts of the
signal. In the observed data, a mean of 0.547% of variance is accounted for by the anatomical
networks in their true configurations.
the overall influence of the subcortical regions in the broader anatomical network. We cal-
culate the Pearson correlation coefficient between the mean subcortical node strength and
switch costs across subjects, and we find no significant relationship (R = −0.15, p = 0.48).
Finally, within each subject, we compute the mean Pearson correlation coefficient between
each BOLD signal TR and node strengths within the subcortical system, then we compute
the Pearson correlation coefficient between these values and switch costs across subjects,
finding no significant relationship (R = 0.17, p = 0.41). Taken together, these results
demonstrate that simple measures of BOLD variation, local anatomical network influences,
and the relationship between the two are insufficient to account for switch cost variability
over subjects. Indeed, decomposing signals in the context of the entire anatomical network
provides superior associative value for the cognitive control measure.
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Figure 9: Alternate measures of framewise BOLD variance, anatomy, and function-
anatomy relationships in subcortical systems do not associate with switch costs. (A)
The relationship between mean BOLD variance in the subcortical system and switch costs. (B) The
relationship between mean anatomical node degree in the subcortical system and switch costs. (C)
The relationship between the correlation between BOLD signals and anatomical node degree across
regions in the subcortical systems and switch costs.
Anatomical network null model for behavioral correlations with
switch costs.
To examine the importance of the specific anatomical configuration of brain networks for
the association between liberal signals and switch costs, we performed a null permutation
test. Specifically, we performed 200 permutations in which we generated a random network
preserving the strength and degree distributions of the original anatomical networks for each
subject. Then, we repeated the BOLD signal decomposition into the null anatomical network
for each subject and correlated the liberal signals with switch costs in each permutation
to generate a null distribution of correlations. From this null distribution, we computed
the proportion of null correlation values greater than the observed correlation when using
the real anatomical networks. We find that the observed correlation is greater than 99%
of correlations (Fig. 10). This result indicates that the specific configuration of the true
anatomical network drives the correlation between liberal signal alignment and switch costs.
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ganization is required to identify behaviorally relevant BOLD signals. Blue bars in the
histogram illustrate the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between switch costs and liberal signals
over null permutations. Orange line designates the observed correlation value of the real network.
Relationships between motion and signal alignment.
In the results reported in the main text and supplement, we included a motion covariate
(average framewise displacement across BOLD TRs) in all analyses. Motion is not signifi-
cantly correlated with switch cost (R = 0.26, p = 0.16), but is correlated significantly with
liberal signals (R = 0.77, p = 1.10×10−6), justifying its inclusion as a covariate in behavioral
analyses. Importantly, when motion is not included as a covariate in the partial correlation
between liberal signals and switch costs, the correlation (R = 0.59 , p = 0.001) is highly
similar to that observed when including motion as a covariate (R = 0.57, p = 0.002). This
finding indicates that the behaviorally relevant portion of the liberal signals is not driven by
motion.
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